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A reaction-diffusion system with skew-gradient structure is a sort of activator-
inhibitor system that consists of two gradient systems coupled in a skew-symmetric
way. Any steady state of such a system corresponds to a critical point of some
functional. The aim of this paper is to study the relation between a stability
property as a steady state of the reaction-diffusion system and a mini-maximizing
property as a critical point of the functional. It is shown that a steady state of the
skew-gradient system is stable regardless of time constants if and only if it is a mini-
maximizer of the functional. It is also shown that the mini-maximizing property is
closely related with the diffusion-induced instability. Moreover, by using the
property that any mini-maximizer on a convex domain is spatially homogeneous,
quite a general instability criterion is obtained for some activator-inhibitor systems.
These results are applied to the diffusive FitzHugh–Nagumo system and the
Gierer–Meinhardt system. © 2002 Elsevier Science
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1. INTRODUCTION
It is known that various interesting spatial patterns are observed in
reaction-diffusion systems of activator-inhibitor type, and many mathe-
matical results have been obtained concerning the existence and stability of
steady states. However, since such systems are not order-preserving, and
the linearized operators around steady states are not self-adjoint, their
mathematical analysis is extremely difficult and a general approach does
not seem to be fruitful. Therefore, in order to study the existence and sta-
bility of large amplitude steady states of a reaction-diffusion system, we
often introduce a small parameter to the system and consider a singularly
perturbed problem depending on a nonlinearity and a phenomenon to be
considered.
In this paper, we adopt a completely different new approach for the
stability problem. Instead of introducing a small parameter, we consider
reaction-diffusion systems with skew-gradient structure. The skew-gradient
structure was introduced in [22] as a generalized activator-inhibitor
system, and appears in some important class of reaction-diffusion systems
such as the diffusive FitzHugh–Nagumo system and the Gierer–Meinhardt
system with some restriction on parameters (see Section 6). Our main result
by this approach will give general and simple criteria for the stability/
instability of steady states.
Let us define reaction-diffusion systems with skew-gradient structure in a
general setting. Consider (m+n)-component reaction-diffusion systems of
the form
˛Sut=C Du+f(u, v) in W,Tvt=D Dv+g(u, v) in W,
“
“n u=0=
“
“n v on “W,
(1)
where u(x, t)=(u1, ..., um) t and v(x, t)=(v1, ..., vn) t, W is a bounded
domain in RN with smooth boundary “W, “/“n stands for the outward
normal derivative on “W, S and C are mth order positive definite symme-
tric matrices, T and D are nth order positive definite symmetric matrices.
We assume that for some C3-function H(u, v): Rm+nQ R, the nonlinear
terms f=(f1, ..., fm) t: Rm+nQ Rm and g=(g1, ..., gn) t: Rm+nQ Rn are
expressed as
f(u, v)=+NuH(u, v), g(u, v)=−NvH(u, v), (2)
where Nu and Nv are gradient operators with respect to u and v, respectively, i.e.,
Nu :=1 ““u1 , ..., ““um 2
t
, Nv :=1 ““v1 , ..., ““vn 2
t
.
In this case, we say that the system (1) has skew-gradient structure.
In [22], some properties of standing pulse solutions on a one-dimensional
domain was precisely investigated. Main tools used there were a geometrical
approach for a static property and the Evans function for stability analysis.
Recently, a general criterion is obtained in [10] for the Eckhaus instability
of spatially periodic stationary patterns in skew-gradient systems.
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Any steady state (u, v)=(j(x), k(x)) of (1) satisfies the system of elliptic
equations
˛C Dj+f(j, k)=0 in W,D Dk+g(j, k)=0 in W,
“
“n j=0=
“
“n k on “W.
(3)
We note that the solution of this problem corresponds to a critical point of
the functional
E[u, v] :=F
W
{12OC Nu, NuP−
1
2OD Nv, NvP−H(u, v)} dx, (4)
where N is a gradient operator with respect to x and
OC Nu, NuP := C
m
i, j=1
cij Nui ·Nuj OD Nv, NvP := C
n
i, j=1
dij Nvi ·Nvj,
with C=(cij) and D=(dij). In fact, (3) is the Euler–Lagrange equation for
E[u, v]. We say that (u, v)=(j, k) is a mini-maximizer of E[u, v] if u=j
is a minimizer of E[u, k] and v=k is a maximizer of E[j, v]. (More
precise definitions will be given in the next section.) The purpose of this
paper is to study the relation between a stability property of (u, v)=(j, k)
as a steady state of (1) and a mini-maximizing property as a critical point
of E[u, v].
When v is fixed to k(x) in the first equation of (1), then we have a system
for u
˛Sut=C Du+f(u, k) in W,“
“n u=0 on “W.
(5)
For any solution u(x, t) of this equation, we have
d
dt
E[u(x, t), k(x)]=F
W
{OC Nu, NutP−f(u, k) · ut} dx
=F
W
{−C Du · ut−f(u, k) · ut} dx
=−F
W
Sut · ut dx [ 0.
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Hence (5) describes a gradient flow of E[u, k]. Therefore, u=j is a steady
state of (5) if and only if u=j is a critical point of E[u, k], and is stable if
and only if it is a local minimizer of E[u, k(x)].
Similarly, when u is fixed to j(x) in the second equation of (1), then we
have a system for v
˛Tvt=D Dv+g(j, v) in W,“
“n v=0 on “W.
(6)
For any solution v(x, t) of this equation, we have
d
dt
E[j(x), v(x, t)]=F
W
{−OD Nv, NvtP+g(j, v) · vt} dx
=F
W
{D Dv · vt+g(j, v) · vt} dx
=F
W
Tvt · vt dx \ 0.
Hence (6) describes a gradient flow of −E[j, v]. Therefore, v=k is a
steady state of (6) if and only if v=k is a critical point of E[j, v], and is
stable as a steady state of (6) if and only if it is a maximizer of (6).
On the other hand, it follows from (2) that
fv :=Nvf=1“fi“vj 2=1+ “
2H
“ui “vj
2
and
gu :=Nu g=1“gi“uj 2=1− “
2H
“uj “vi
2 .
Hence
fv=−g
t
u.
Thus, roughly speaking, the reaction-diffusion system with skew-gradient
structure is a sort of activator-inhibitor system which consists of two
gradient systems coupled in a skew-symmetric way.
Even if u=j is a minimizer of E[u, k] and v=k is a maximizer of
E[j, v], due to the interaction between u and v, it does not automatically
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mean that (u, v)=(j, k) is stable as a steady state of (1). In fact, if (u, v) is
a solution of (1), then
d
dt
E[u(x, t), v(x, t)]
=F
W
{12OC Nu, NutP−
1
2OD Nv, NvtP−f(u, v) · ut+g(u, v) · vt} dx
=F
W
{−Sut · ut+Tvt · vt} dx.
Hence E[u, v] is not necessarily nonincreasing or nondecreasing in t, and
cannot be used as a Liapunov functional. Nonetheless, we can show that
(u, v)=(j, k) is stable as a steady state of (1) for any S and T if it is a
mini-maximizer of E[u, v].
Let (j, k) be a solution of (3). As is well-known [8], stability of
(u, v)=(j, k) as a steady state of (1) can be determined by analyzing the
eigenvalue problem
˛lSU=C DU+fuU+fvV,
lTV=D DV+guU+gvV,
(7)
on W under the Neumann boundary conditions, where fu, fv, gu and gv are
evaluated at (j, k). Since this is not a self-adjoint eigenvalue problem,
there may exist complex eigenvalues. Usually, in such a situation, it is
extremely difficult to locate the eigenvalues. However, if (u, v)=(j, k) is a
mini-maximizer of E[u, v], we can show by using the skew-symmetric
structure that any eigenvalue has a negative real part regardless of the
choice of S and T. Conversely, if (u, v)=(j, k) is not a mini-maximizer of
E[u, v], then there exists a positive eigenvalue for some S and T.
A similar relation between the stability property and mini-maximizing
property can be observed for Turing’s instability or diffusion-driven
instability for spatially homogeneous steady states. We will show that the
diffusion-driven instability cannot be observed if a spatially homogeneous
steady state is a mini-maximizer of H(u, v), but the instability does occur if
it is not a mini-maximizer. We also study the diffusion-driven symmetry-
breaking of steady states on product domains.
A remarkable property is that any mini-maximizer must be spatially
homogeneous if the domain W is convex. This kind of result was proved by
Casten and Holland [1] and Matano [12] for scalar reaction-diffusion
equation, and by Jimbo and Morita [6] and Lopes [11] for gradient
systems. From this property together with the spectral characterization of
mini-maximizers, we can derive quite a general instability criterion for
some activator-inhibitor systems.
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This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give some definitions
and preliminary results. In Section 3, the stability of steady states of skew-
gradient systems is precisely investigated. In Section 4, we consider the
diffusion-driven instability for spatially homogeneous steady states, and the
diffusion-driven symmetry-breaking on product domains. In Section 5, we
prove that if the domain is convex, any mini-maximizer must be spatially
homogeneous. Then we derive a general criterion for the instability of
spatially inhomogeneous steady states. We obtain similar results for the
so-called shadow systems. Finally, in Section 6, we apply our results to the
diffusive FitzHugh–Nagumo system and the Gierer–Meinhardt system.
2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we give precise definitions concerning critical points of
E[u, v], and then describe their fundamental properties.
We say that (u, v)=(j, k) is a mini-maximizer of E[u, v] if u=j is a
local minimizer of E[u, k] and v=k is a local maximizer of E[j, v]. More
precisely, (u, v)=(j, k) is a mini-maximizer of E[u, v] if
E[U, k] \ E[j, k]
for any U in a neighborhood of j in H1(W), and
E[j, V] [ E[j, k]
for any V in a neighborhood of k in H1(W). A critical point u=j of
E[u, k] is said to be nondegenerate if the linearized operator
A :=CD+fu (8)
is invertible, where fu=fu(j, k) is an m×m symmetric matrix given by
fu :=Nuf=1“fi“uj 2=1+ “
2H
“ui “uj
2 .
Similarly, a critical point v=k of E[j, v] is said to be nondegenerate if the
linearized operator
B :=DD+gv (9)
is invertible, where gv=gv(j, k) is an n×n symmetric matrix given by
gv :=Nv g=1“gi“vj 2=1− “
2H
“vi “vj
2 .
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Finally, we say that (u, v)=(j, k) is a nondegenerate critical point of
E[u, v] if u=j and v=k are nondegenerate critical points of E[u, k] and
E[j, v], respectively.
Next, we describe some properties of the eigenvalue problem
˛lSU=AU in W,“
“n U=0 on “W,
(10)
whereA is given by (8).
Lemma 2.1. All eigenvalues of (10) are real. Moreover, there exists a
maximal eigenvalue lu with finite multiplicity that is characterized by
lu= sup
U ¥H1(W)
>W {−OC NU, NUP+fuU·U} dx
>W SU·U dx
,
and the supremum is attained by an eigenfunction of (10) associated with lu.
Proof. Since fu is symmetric, it is shown by a standard argument that
A is self-adjoint and all eigenvalues of (10) are real. Moreover, from the
variational principle for self-adjoint eigenvalue problems, there exists a
maximal eigenvalue with finite multiplicity that is characterized as
above. L
We see from the above lemma that the maximal eigenvalue lu depends
on S but its sign does not depend on S. We say that u=j is linearly stable
if lu < 0 and linearly unstable if lu > 0 as a steady state of (5).
Lemma 2.2. Let (j, k) be a solution of (3). Then the following holds.
(i) u=j is linearly stable as a steady state of (5) if and only if it is a
nondegenerate local minimizer of E[u, k].
(ii) If u=j is linearly unstable, then it is not a local minimizer of
E[u, k].
Proof. Let U ¥H1(W) be fixed and let e > 0 be a small parameter. Since
j a critical point of E[u, k], we have
E[j+eU, k]−E[j, k]=F
W
{12OC N(j+eU), N(j+eU)P−
1
2OC Nj, NjP
−H(j+eU, k)+H(j, k)} dx
=e2 F
W
{OC NU, NUP−fuU·U} dx+O(e3).
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Suppose that j is a local minimizer. Then we have
F
W
{OC NU, NUP−fuU·U} dx \ 0
for any U ¥H1(W). By Lemma 2.1, this implies lu [ 0. Moreover, if j is
nondegenerate, then lu ] 0. Thus, if u=j is a nondegenerate local
minimizer of E[u, k], then lu < 0. Conversely, if lu < 0, then
F
W
{OC NU, NUP−fuU·U} dx > 0
for any U ¥H1(W) with U – 0. Hence u=j is a nondegenerate local
minimizer. Thus the proof of (i) is complete.
Next, suppose lu > 0. In this case, by Lemma 2.1, we have
F
W
{OC NU, NUP−fuU·U} dx < 0
for some U ¥H1(W) with U – 0. Then
E[j+eU, k]−E[j, k] < 0
if e > 0 is sufficiently small. Hence u=j is not a local minimizer. This
proves (ii). L
Next, we consider the eigenvalue problem
˛lTV=BV in W,“
“n V=0 on “W.
(11)
The following lemmas can be obtained in the same manner as the above
lemmas for (10).
Lemma 2.3. All eigenvalues of (11) are real. Moreover, there exists a
maximal eigenvalue lv with finite multiplicity that is characterized by
lv= sup
V ¥H1(W)
>W {−OD NV, NVP+gvV·V} dx
>W TV·V dx
,
and the supremum is attained by an eigenfunction of (10) associated with lv.
We note that the maximal eigenvalue lv depends on T but its sign does
not depend on T. We say that u=k is linearly stable if lv < 0 and is
linearly unstable if lv > 0 as a steady state of (6).
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Lemma 2.4. Let (j, k) be a solution of (3). Then the following holds.
(i) v=k is linearly stable as a steady state of (6) if and only if it is a
nondegenerate local maximizer of E[j, v].
(ii) If v=k is linearly unstable, then v=k is not a local maximizer
of E[j, v].
We see from the above lemmas that (j, k) is a nondegenerate mini-
maximizer of E[u, v] if and only if both u=j and v=k are linearly stable.
3. STABILITY OF STEADY STATES
Let (j, k) be a solution of (3). In order to study the stability of (u, v)=
(j, k) as a steady state of (1), we rewrite the eigenvalue problem (7) as
˛lSU=AU+fvV,
lTV=BV+guU,
(12)
where A and B are the operators defined by (8) and (9), respectively,
fv=fv(j, k) and gu=gu(j, k). We note that the eigenvalue l and the
eigenfunction (U, V) of (12) may be complex-valued. We say that (u, v)=
(j, k) is linearly stable as a steady state of (1) if for some d > 0, all eigen-
values of (12) satisfy R{l} < −d. Conversely, the steady state is said to be
linearly unstable if there exists an eigenvalue of (12) with a positive real
part. It is well-known [8] that the linearly stable (resp. unstable) steady
state is stable (resp. unstable) in the sense of Lyapunov.
First we consider the case where (j, k) is a nondegenerate mini-
maximizer of E[u, v].
Theorem 3.1. Let (u, v)=(j, k) be a nondegenerate mini-maximizer of
E[u, v]. Then, for any S and T, (u, v)=(j, k) is linearly stable as a steady
state of (1).
Proof. From
˛lSU=AU+fvV,
l¯TV¯=BV¯+guU¯,
and fv=−g
t
u, we have
l F
W
SU· U¯ dx+l¯ F
W
TV¯ ·V dx=F
W
AU·U¯ dx+F
W
BV¯ ·V dx. (13)
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Here, since S and T are positive definite symmetric matrices, the integrals
F
W
SU· U¯ dx, F
W
TV¯ ·V dx,
must be positive. On the other hand, by partial integration, we have
F
W
AU·U¯ dx=F
“W
C
“
“n U·U¯ dx+FW {−OC NU, NU¯P+fuU·U¯} dx.
(14)
The first term in the right-hand side vanishes due to the boundary
condition, and the second term satisfies
F
W
{−OC NU, NU¯P+fuU·U¯} dx [ lu F
W
SU· U¯ dx
by Lemma 2.1. Hence we obtain
F
W
AU·U¯ dx [ lu F
W
SU· U¯ dx.
Similarly, we have
F
W
BV¯ ·V dx [ lv F
W
TV¯ ·V dx.
Since lu < 0 and lv < 0 by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4, there exists dŒ > 0 such that
F
W
AU·U¯ dx+F
W
BV¯ ·V dx < −dŒ 3F
W
SU· U¯ dx+F
W
TV¯ ·V dx4 .
Then it follows from (13) that for some d > 0, all eigenvalues satisfy R{l} <
−d < 0. This implies the linear stability of (j, k). L
Next, we consider the case where u=j is linearly unstable so that j is
not a local minimizer of E[u, k]. (The case where v=k is linearly unstable
can be treated in the same manner.)
Theorem 3.2. Let (j, k) be a solution of (3). Suppose that u=j is
linearly unstable as a steady state of (5). Then for each S fixed, if ||T−1|| is
sufficiently small, (u, v)=(j, k) is linearly unstable as a steady state of (1).
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Proof. Let d > 0 be a small constant, and Ld be a set of complex
numbers defined by
Ld :={l ¥ C; |l−lu| < d}.
Since lu > 0 by assumption, we can take d > 0 so small that R{l} > 0 for
all l ¥ Ld. If ||T−1|| is sufficiently small, the operator lT−B is invertible for
any l ¥ Ld. In this case, the second equation in (12) is equivalent to
V=(lT−B)−1 guU.
Substituting this in the first equation of (12), we obtain
lSU={A+A1(l, T)} U, (15)
where
A1 :=fv(lT−B)−1 gu=T−1fv(lI−T−1B)−1 gu.
Since the multiplicity of lu is finite and A1 depends on l ¥ Ld smoothly,
it follows from the perturbation theory of linear operators (see [7, Chap. IV,
Sect. 3.5]) that the eigenvalue problem
mSU={A+A1(l, T)} U
has an eigenvalue m=m(l, T) that is continuous in l ¥ Ld and T.
Moreover, since ||A1 ||Q 0 as ||T−1||Q 0, we have m(l, T)Q lu uniformly in
Ld as ||T−1||Q 0.
Thus, if ||T−1|| is small, we can define a mapping from Ld to itself by LW
m(l, T). Since this mapping is continuous in l, by Brouwer’s fixed point
theorem, there exists a fixed point in Ld. Namely, m(l, T)=l for some l=
lˆ(T) ¥ Ld. Clearly, l=lˆ(T) is an eigenvalue of (15). Since R{lˆ(T)} > 0,
(u, v)=(j, k) is linearly unstable. L
Remark 3.1. Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 can be extended to the case where
H=H(u, v, x) depends on the spatial variable x explicitly. Also, we may
replace the homogeneous Neumann condition with the Dirichlet boundary
condition
u=t(x), v=g(x), x ¥ “W,
where t(x) and g(x) are given boundary data. We may even combine the
homogeneous Neumann condition and the Dirichlet condition depending
on the component. Proofs can be obtained in the same way as above.
Remark 3.2. Even if both u=j and v=k are linearly unstable, (u, v)=
(j, k) may be stable as a steady state of (1). Here we give a simple example
in the following.
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Let us consider the (2+1)-component linear system
˛u1, t=Du1+u1+2v,u2, t=Du2−5u2+4v,
vt=Dv−2u1−4u2+v,
(16)
on a domain W under the homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions.
This is a skew-gradient system with
H(u1, u2, v)=
1
2u
2
1−
5
2u
2
2−
1
2v
2+v(2u1+4u2)
and
E[u1, u2, v] :=F
W
{12 |Nu1 |
2+12 |Nu2 |
2− 12 |Nv|
2−H(u1, u2, v)} dx.
It is easy to see that (u1, u2)=(0, 0) is linearly unstable (lu=1) as a
steady state of
˛u1, t=Du1+u1,
u2, t=Du2−5u2,
so that (u1, u2)=(0, 0) is not a local minimizer of
E[u1, u2, 0] :=F
W
{12 |Nu1 |
2+12 |Nu2 |
2− 12u
2
1+
5
2u
2
2} dx.
Also, v=0 is linearly unstable (lv=1) as a steady state of
vt=Dv+v,
so that v=0 is not a maximizer of
E[0, 0, v] :=F
W
{−12 |Nv|
2+12v
2} dx.
On the other hand, the eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix of (16)
R 1 0 20 −5 4
−2 −4 1
S
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are computed as −1 and −1±`2 i. Since the system (16) has equal
diffusion constants, all eigenvalues of
˛lU1=DU1+U1+2V,lU2=DU1−5U1+4V,
lV=DV−2U1−4U2+V,
(17)
are obtained as
−1+mk, −1±`2 i+mk, k=1, 2, ...,
where mk is the kth eigenvalue of DU=mU on W under the homogeneous
Neumann boundary condition. Since mk [ 0 for all k, all eigenvalues of (17)
have negative real parts. Thus it is shown that (u1, u2, v)=(0, 0, 0) is a
linearly stable steady state of (16).
4. DIFFUSION-DRIVEN INSTABILITY
In this section, we first consider the stability of spatially homogeneous
steady states of the reaction-diffusion systems with skew-gradient structure.
Let (u, v)=(p, q) ¥ Rm×Rn be an equilibrium point of (m+n)-dimensional
dynamical system
˛Sut(t)=f(u, v),
Tvt(t)=g(u, v).
(18)
Then it is clear that (u, v)=(p, q) is a spatially homogeneous steady state
of (1). We say that (u, v)=(p, q) is linearly stable as an equilibrium of (18)
if all eigenvalues of the following eigenvalue problem have negative real
parts,
˛lSt=fut+fvg,
lTg=gut+gvg,
where t ¥ Rm, g ¥ Rn, and fu, fv, gu, gv are constant matrices evaluated
at (u, v)=(p, q). We say that (u, v)=(p, q) is a nondegenerate mini-
maximizer of H(u, v) if the matrices fu and gv are negative definite, i.e., the
maximal eigenvalues of fu and gv are negative. Other notions introduced in
Section 2 can be defined in a similar way.
Even if (u, v)=(p, q) is linearly stable as an equilibrium of (18), it may
be unstable as a spatially homogeneous steady state of (1) due to the
presence of diffusion. Such a phenomenon is called the diffusion-driven
instability or the Turing instability [21].
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The following result shows that the diffusion-driven instability never
occurs if (u, v)=(p, q) is a nondegenerate mini-maximizer of H(u, v).
Theorem 4.1. If (u, v)=(p, q) is a nondegenerate mini-maximizer of
H(u, v), then (u, v)=(p, q) is linearly stable as a steady state of (1) for any
S, T, C and D.
Proof. Since fu is negative definite, it follows from Lemma 2.2 that the
maximal eigenvalue of (10) satisfies lu < 0 for any C. Similarly, the
maximal eigenvalue of (11) satisfies lv < 0 for any D. Thus, if (u, v)=
(p, q) is a nondegenerate mini-maximizer of H(u, v), then it is a non-
degenerate mini-maximizer of E[u, v] for any C and D. Then, by
Theorem 3.1, (u, v)=(p, q) is linearly stable as a solution of (18) for any
S and T. This implies the linear stability of (u, v)=(p, q) as a steady state
of (1). L
The next theorem claims that the diffusion-driven instability does occur
for some C and D if (u, v)=(p, q) is not a mini-maximizer of H(u, v).
Theorem 4.2. Let S and T be arbitrarily fixed. Suppose that fu(p, q)
has a positive eigenvalue. If ||C|| and ||D−1|| are sufficiently small, then (u, v)=
(p, q) is linearly unstable as a steady state of (1).
Proof. Let h(x) be an eigenfunction of D in W under the homogeneous
Neumann boundary condition associated with a negative eigenvalue, that is,
˛ −mh=Dh in W,“
“n h=0 in “W,
with some m > 0. By setting
U=ah(x), V=bh(x),
(7) is written as
˛lSa=(−mC+fu) a+fvb,
lTb=gua+(−mD+gv) b.
(19)
Let l0 > 0 be the positive eigenvalue of
lSt=fut, t ¥ Rm,
and set
Ld :={l ¥ C; |l−l0 | < d}.
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We take d > 0 so small that R{l} > 0 for all l ¥ Ld. If ||D−1|| is sufficiently
small, the operator lT+mD−gv is invertible for any l ¥ Ld. Then the
second equation in (19) is equivalent to
b=(lT+mD−gv)−1 gua.
Substituting this in the first equation of (19), we obtain
lSa={−mC+fu+fv(lT+mD−gv)−1 gu} a.
Hence, if ||C|| and ||D−1|| is sufficiently small, then as in the proof of
Theorem 3.2, there exists an eigenvalue l=lˆ(C, D) of (19) in Ld. Since
R{lˆ(C, D)} > 0, (u, v)=(p, q) is linearly unstable as a steady state
of (1). L
Next, we consider the skew-gradient system on a product domain
given by
W× W˜ :={(x, x˜) ¥ RN×RN˜; x ¥ W, x˜ ¥ W˜},
where W and W˜ are bounded domains in RN and RN˜, respectively, with
smooth boundaries. We consider the reaction-diffusion system˛Sut=C Du+C˜ D˜u+f(u, v) in W× W˜Tvt=D Dv+D˜ D˜v+g(u, v) in W× W˜“
“n u=0=
“
“n v on “W× W˜,
“
“n˜ u=0=
“
“n˜ v on W×“W˜,
(20)
where u=u(x, x˜, t), v=v(x, x˜, t), D˜ is the Laplace operator with respect to
x˜, “/“n˜ denotes the outward normal derivative on “W˜, and C˜, D˜ are posi-
tive definite symmetric matrices. Clearly, if (j(x), k(x)) satisfies (3), then
(u, v)=(j(x), k(x)) is a steady state of (20) that is constant in x˜-direction.
The results in the previous section can be extended to the product domain
with minor modifications, though the boundary is only piecewise smooth.
Even if (u, v)=(j, k) is stable as a steady state of (1), it may be unstable
as a steady state of (20) due to the diffusion in x˜-direction. Such a phe-
nomenon is called the diffusion-driven symmetry-breaking.
The following result shows that the diffusion-driven symmetry-breaking
never occurs if (u, v)=(j, k) is a nondegenerate mini-maximizer of E[u, v].
Theorem 4.3. Let C and D be fixed. Suppose that (u, v)=(j, k) is a
nondegenerate mini-maximizer of E[u, v]. Then (u, v)=(j(x), k(x)) is
linearly stable as a steady state of (20) for any S, T, C˜ and D˜.
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Proof. If (u, v)=(j, k) is a nondegenerate mini-maximizer of E[u, v],
then (u, v)=(j(x), k(x)) is also a nondegenerate mini-maximizer of
E˜[u, v] :=F
W
{12OC Nu, NuP+
1
2OC˜ N4u, N4uP
− 12OD Nv, NvP−
1
2OD˜ N4v, N4vP−H(u, v)} dx,
where N4 is a gradient operator with respect to x˜. Then we can apply
Theorem 3.1 to show that (u, v)=(j, k) is linearly stable as a steady state
of (20). L
The next theorem claims that the diffusion-driven symmetry-breaking
does occur for some C˜ and D˜ if (u, v)=(j, k) is not a mini-maximizer
of E[u, v].
Theorem 4.4. Let S and T be arbitrarily fixed, and let (j, k) be a
solution of (3). Suppose that u=j is linearly unstable as a steady state
of (5). If ||C˜|| and ||D˜−1|| are sufficiently small, then (u, v)=(j(x), k(x)) is
linearly unstable as a steady state of (20).
Proof. Consider the eigenvalue problem
˛lSU=C DU+C˜ D˜U+fuU+fvV,
lTV=D DV+D˜ D˜V+guU+gvV,
(21)
on W× W˜ under the homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions. Let h˜(x˜)
be an eigenfunction of D˜ on W˜ under the homogeneous Neumann boundary
condition associated with a negative eigenvalue, that is,
˛ − m˜h˜=D˜h˜ in W˜,“
“n˜ h˜=0 on “W˜,
with some m˜ > 0. Setting
U=F(x) h˜(x˜), V=Y(x) h˜(x˜),
(21) is written as
˛lSF=(CD− m˜C˜+fu) F+fvY,
lTY=(DD− m˜D˜+gv) Y+guF.
(22)
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By assumption, the maximal eigenvalue lu of (10) is positive. Set
Ld :={l ¥ C | |l−lu| < d},
and take d > 0 so small that R{l} > 0 for all l ¥ Ld. If ||D˜−1|| is sufficiently
small, the operator lT−DD+m˜D˜−gv is invertible for any l ¥ Ld. Then the
second equation in (22) is equivalent to
Y=(lT−DD+m˜D˜−gv)−1 guF.
Substituting this in the first equation of (22), we obtain
lSF={CD− m˜C˜+fu+fv(lT−DD+m˜D˜−gv)−1 gu} F.
Hence, if ||C˜|| and ||D˜−1|| are sufficiently small, then as in the proof of
Theorem 3.2, there exists an eigenvalue l=lˆ(C˜, D˜) of (22) in Ld. Clearly
l=lˆ(C˜, D˜) is also an eigenvalue of (21). Since R{lˆ(C˜, D˜)} > 0, (u, v)=
(f(x), k(x)) is linearly unstable as a steady state of (20). L
Remark 4.1. Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 can be extended to the case where
H=H(u, v, x) depends on x explicitly but does not depend on x˜. Also, we
may replace the homogeneous Neumann condition on “W× W˜ with the
Dirichlet boundary condition
u=t(x), v=g(x), x ¥ “W× W˜,
where t(x) and g(x) are given boundary data independent of x˜. We may
even combine the homogeneous Neumann condition and the Dirichlet
condition depending on the component. The proof is obtained in the same
way as above.
5. CONVEX DOMAINS
For reaction-diffusion systems with gradient structure, it was proved by
Jimbo and Morita [6] (see also [11]) that if the domain is convex, then
any spatially inhomogeneous steady state is linearly unstable. In other
words, any local minimizer for the gradient system must be spatially
homogeneous.
We will show that the same property holds for reaction-diffusion systems
with skew-gradient structure. The following result implies that any mini-
maximizer must be spatially homogeneous if the domain is convex.
Theorem 5.1. Let W be a convex domain with C3-boundary, and let
(j, k) be a solution of (3). If (j, k) is spatially inhomogeneous, then lu > 0
or lv > 0.
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Proof. We follow the idea of Jimbo and Morita [6]. For U, V ¥H1(W),
define
Ju[U]=F
W
{−OC NU, NUP+fuU·U} dx
and
Jv[V]=F
W
{−OD NV, NVP+gvV·V} dx.
Then we have
Ju[jxj]=F
W
{−OC Njxj , NjxjP+fujxj ·jxj} dx
=−F
“W
Cjxj ·
“
“n jxj dx+FW (C Djxj+fujxj ) ·jxj dx
and
Jv[kxj]=F
W
{−OD Nkxj , NkxjP+gv |kxj |
2} dx
=−F
“W
Dkxj ·
“
“n kxj dx+FW (D Dkxj+gvkxj ) ·kxj dx.
Differentiating (3) by xj, we obtain
˛C Djxj+fujxj+fvkxj=0,
D Dkxj+gujxj+gvkxj=0.
Hence
(C Djxj+fujxj ) ·jxj+(D Dkxj+gvkxj ) ·kxj=−fvkxj ·jxj −gujxj ·kxj=0
in view of fv=−g
t
u. Thus we obtain
Ju[jxj]+J
v[kxj]=−F“W
3Cjxj · ““n jxji+Djxj · ““n jxj 4 dx.
Summing up in j yields
C
N
j=1
{Ju[jxj]+J
v[kxj]}=−
1
2
F
“W
“
“n {OC Nj, NjP+OD Nk, NkP} dx.
(23)
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Here, from the convexity of W and the homogeneous Neumann boundary
condition, we have
“
“n OC Nj, NjP [ 0,
“
“n OD Nk ·NkP [ 0.
(See [12] for more precise argument.)
Suppose here that lu [ 0 and lv [ 0. Then Ju[jxj] [ 0 and J
v[kxj] [ 0
for all j by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3, respectively. Since the right-hand side of
(23) is nonnegative, Ju[jxj]=0 and J
v[kxj]=0 for all j.
Assume that jxj – 0 for some j. By Lemma 2.1, U=jxj must be an
eigenfunction of (10) associated with lu=0. Then, jxj satisfies
jxj=
“
“n jxj=0
at some point on “W. By the Caldero´n unique continuation theorem
(see, e.g., [13]), this implies jxj — 0, a contradiction.
Similarly, we can derive a contradiction by assuming that kxj – 0 for
some j. Thus we conclude that lu > 0 or lv > 0. L
Remark 5.1. For Theorem 5.1, the convexity of W is essential. In fact,
we can find a nonconvex domain for which Theorem 5.1 no longer holds.
This immediately follows from the existence of a spatially nonconstant
stable steady state in a scalar reaction-diffusion equation. It is shown by
several authors [5, 9, 12, 14] that for some non convex domain W and a
bistable nonlinearity f, the scalar reaction-diffusion equation
˛ut=Du+f(u) in W,“
“n u=0 on “W,
has a spatially nonconstant linearly stable steady state, say u=j(x). Then
it is clear that (u, v)=(j(x), j(x)) is a steady state of a skew-gradient
system ˛ut=Du+“H“u in W,vt=Dv−“H“v in W,
“
“n u=0=
“
“n v on “W,
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with
H(u, v)=F f(u) du−F f(v) dv,
and that lu < 0 and lv < 0.
The following result is immediately obtained.
Corollary 5.1. Let W be a convex domain with C3-boundary, and let
(j, k) be a solution of (3). If (j, k) is spatially inhomogeneous, then (u, v)=
(j, k) is linearly unstable as a steady state of (1) for some S and T.
Proof. By virtue of Theorem 5.1, we see that lu > 0 or lv > 0. Then, by
Theorem 3.2, (u, v)=(j, k) is linearly unstable as a steady state of (1) for
some S and T. L
Remark 5.2. It is shown in many papers that some reaction-diffusion
systems with or without skew-gradient structure on convex domains can
have linearly stable steady states for some S and T. See, e.g., [17, 18, 20]
and the references cited therein.
As ||D−1||Q 0, the spatial variation of v vanishes so that the system (1)
reduces to ˛Sut=C Du+f(u, v) in W,““n u=0 on “W,
Tvt=
1
|W|
F
W
g(u, v) dx,
(24)
where v=v(t) is independent of x. This system is called a shadow system
of (1). The shadow system (24) is said to have the skew-gradient structure
when (2) is satisfied. Then we can show similar properties to the above for
mini-maximizers by using the functional
E[u, v] :=F
W
{12OC Nu, NuP−H(u, v)} dx
instead of (4), and the operator
B :=
1
|W|
F
W
gv dx
instead of (9). In fact, all results given above are valid with some obvious
modifications.
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The following result is peculiar to shadow systems.
Theorem 5.2. Let W be a convex domain with C3-boundary, and let
(u, v)=(j, k) be a steady state of the shadow system (24) with skew-
gradient structure. Suppose that j is spatially inhomogeneous. Then for each
S fixed, if ||T−1|| is sufficiently small, (u, v)=(j, k) is linearly unstable.
Proof. Since the system
˛Sut=C Du+f(u, k) in W,“
“n u=0 on “W,
is a gradient system with respect to the energy functional E[u, k], we can
apply the result of Jimbo and Morita [6] to show that the maximal eigen-
value of (10) is positive. Then we obtain the conclusion in a similar manner
to Theorem 3.2. L
6. APPLICATIONS
In this section, we give a few applications of the above results. First we
consider the diffusive FitzHugh–Nagumo system [2, 15]
˛ut=Du+f(u)−v in W,yvt=d Dv+e(u− cv) in W,
“
“n u=0=
“
“n v on “W,
(25)
where y, d, e > 0 and c \ 0 are positive parameters.
Theorem 6.1. Suppose that f(0)=0 and fŒ(0) < 0. Then the trivial
steady state (u, v)=(0, 0) of (25) is linearly stable.
Proof. Define
H(u, v) :=F f(u) du−uv− 12cv2.
Then (25) is written as
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˛ut=Du+“H“u in W,y
e
vt=
d
e
Dv−
“H
“v in W,
“
“n u=0=
“
“n v on “W.
Hence (25) has a skew-gradient structure. It is easy to show that (u, v)=
(0, 0) is a nondegenerate mini-maximizer of H(u, v). Hence, by Theorem 4.1,
(u, v)=(0, 0) is linearly stable. L
Theorem 6.2. Let W be a convex domain with C3-boundary, and let
(u, v)=(j, k) be a steady state of (25). If (j, k) is spatially inhomogeneous,
then there exists a constant yg \ 0 such that (j, k) is linearly unstable for
all y > yg.
Proof. The maximal eigenvalue of˛ye lV=de DV− cV in W,
“
“n V=0 on “W,
satisfies lv=−ec/y < 0. Then, by Theorem 5.1, the maximal eigenvalue of
˛lU=DU+fuU in W,“
“n U=0 on “W,
must satisfy lu > 0. Hence, by virtue of Theorem 3.2, the steady state
(u, v)=(j, k) must be unstable if y is sufficiently large. L
Next, we consider the Gierer–Meinhardt system [3]˛ut=e2 Du−u+upvq+s in W,yvt=d Dv−v+u rv s in W,
“
“n u=0=
“
“n v on “W,
(26)
where the exponents are assumed to satisfy p > 1, q, r > 0, s, s \ 0, and
p−1
q
<
r
s+1
.
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It is easy to verify that there exists a unique positive spatially homogeneous
steady state (u, v)=(a, b), where a and b are positive numbers satisfying
˛−a+apbq+s=0,
−b+
a r
b s
=0.
(27)
It was shown first by Takagi [19] and Ni and Takagi [16] that the system
on a bounded domain has a spiky stationary solution when e > 0 is small.
Theorem 6.3. Suppose that p+1=r and q+1=s. Let (u, v)=(a, b) be
the spatially homogeneous steady state of (26). If e and 1/d are sufficiently
small, then the steady state is linearly unstable.
Proof. Define
H(u, v) :=−
r
2
u2+
q
2
v2+
u r
vq
+rsu.
When p+1=r and q+1=s, theGierer–Meinhardt system (26) is rewritten as
˛ rut=re2 Du+“H“u ,
qyvt=qd Dv−
“H
“v .
Hence (26) has a skew-gradient structure.
Eliminating b in (27), we obtain
−a+ap−qr/(s+1)+s=0.
Since p−qr/(s+1) > 0 and a is positive, we obtain a > 1. Then
fu(a, b)=−1+
pap−1
bq
=−1+pap−1+rq/(s+1) > 0.
Hence, by Theorem 4.2, (u, v)=(0, 0) is linearly unstable if e and 1/d are
sufficiently small. L
Theorem 6.4. Let W be a convex domain with C3-boundary, and let
(u, v)=(j, k) be a positive steady state of (26) with p+1=r and q+1=s.
If (j, k) is spatially inhomogeneous, then there exists a constant yg \ 0 such
that the steady state is unstable for all y > yg.
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Proof. Since s \ 0, the maximal eigenvalue of
˛qylV=qd DV−q(1+sj r/k s+1) V in W,“
“n V=0 on “W,
satisfies lv < 0. Then, by Theorem 5.1, the maximal eigenvalue of
˛ rlU=re2 DU+r(−1+pjp−1/kq) U in W,“
“n U=0 on “W,
satisfies lu > 0. Thus, by virtue of Theorem 3.2, the steady state (u, v)=
(j, k) must be unstable if y is sufficiently large. L
Remark 6.1. Notice that both of the above examples are of activator-
inhibitor type. In general, any two-component reaction-diffusion system
˛y1ut=d1 Du+f(u, v),
y2vt=d2 Dv+g(u, v),
(28)
has a skew-gradient structure if the nonlinear terms satisfy
“f
“v — −
“g
“u
1= “H2“u “v2 .
This implies that if fv=−gu – 0, the skew-gradient system (28) is neither a
cooperation system nor a competition system so that it is not order-
preserving. In the above two examples, we used the fact that gv [ 0. In this
situation, we can obtain the same instability result as Theorems 6.2 and 6.4
for the steady state of (28).
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